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Running iOS 13 will help make your phone simple and beautiful. Launcher iOS 13 APK sets a new standard for Android mobile operating system. This makes your phone better than before. And now it opens up amazing opportunities to run on your phone. With Launcher iOS, your phone is the most powerful, personal and intelligent
device they've ever been. iOS 13 APK SUPPORTED FEATURES: - iOS Launcher Support: Control Center just like . - iOS Launcher is supported: Assistive Touch just like - iOS Launcher is supported: Changing wallpapers just like real iOS devices. If you have any problems, please contact me by email andywill.itplus@gmail.com thank
you so much for your USING MY APPLICATION! Youtube Watch trailer on YouTube IS UPDATE: - Add a feature to hide the navigation bar on your home screen. (support from Android api 19 to the latest) My settings app are the layout's set-up to hide the navigation bar on the home screen. Fixes the problems that the user reports. NEXT
ACTIONS: - Implementation of the notice bar. - Improve more animation. So sorry with some ads in the settings of the screen only. I have to add a few ads to keep working and support the user quickly. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR USING MY APPS! IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS, PLEASE SEND ME AN EMAIL. APKCombo
Applications Personalisano Launcher iOS 13 3.9.1 LuuTinh Developer 31 de 08 de 2020 (2 meses atr's) Launcher iOS 13 ajuda a tornar o seu telefone simple e bonito. Launcher iOS 13 sets a new standard for Android mobile operating system. This makes your phone better than before. And now it opens up amazing opportunities to run
on your phone. With Launcher iOS 13, your phone are the most powerful, personal and intelligent devices they've ever been. SUPPORTED FEATURES: - iOS Launcher is supported: Control center just like IOS Launcher is supported: Touch Assistant just like - iOS Launcher is supported: Change wallpaper just like real iOS devices. If you
have any problems, please contact me by email andywill.itplus@gmail.comTHANK you so much for your USING MY APPLICATION! O que h'de novo THIS UPDATE: - Add a widget to the home screen as to iOS 14.- Fixed the problem that the user reported. NEXT ACTIONS: - Implementation of new widgets.- Library implementation
Change the widget on the left page. So sorry with some ads in the settings of the screen only. I have to add a few ads to keep working and support the user quickly. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR USING MY APPS! IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS, PLEASE SEND ME AN EMAIL. Email: andywill.itplus@gmail.com Veja mais Ticket KWGT
1 Apk Payment latestVelvet KWGT v0.17 Apk Full toll latestGlimmer (luminary alarm clock) 2.0.28 Apk Premium LatestTouchRemove 3.1 Apk Apk Apk Launcher iOS 13 sets a new standard for Android mobile operating system. This makes your phone better than before. And now it opens up amazing opportunities to run on your phone.
With Launcher iOS 13, your phone are the most powerful, personal and intelligent device they've ever had.iOS Icon Pack: App Settings zgt; Change icon of the icon of the icon or icon pack.- Automatic app settings: Open app settings zgt; permutation of the app Utilities include automatic permutation of apps- Change the name for the app.-
Hide the app to use 3D Touch or add in app settings.- Get weather information with current location and 7 days in the next.- iOS Launcher supported: Control Center just like iOS Launcher supported By Launcher: Assistive Touch just like - iOS Launcher If you have any problems, please contact me by email
andywill.itplus@gmail.comTHANK you so much for your USING MY APPLICATION! Launcher iOS 13 sets a new standard for Android mobile operating system. This makes your phone better than before. And now it opens up amazing launcher capabilities on your phone. With the launch of iOS 13, your phone is the most powerful,
personal and intelligent device it has ever known. SUPPORTED FEATURES OF iOS 13 LAUNCHER:- 3D tap as for iOS 13: Tap and hold 1s to open the label, click and hold 2s to rearrange or delete the app.- Change gallery icon, Icon Pack: App Settings Utilities include automatic reupization apps-Change app name.- Hide app to use 3D
Touch or add app settings .- Get weather information with current location and 7 days after.- iOS Launcher supported: Control center just like iOS Launcher supported: Assistant Touch just like - iOS Launcher supported: Change wallpapers like real iOS devices. If you have any problems, please contact me by email
eywill.itplus@gmail.com THANK YOU for your ALWAYS YOUR APP! 1 2.9.5 8.31MB 1 2.9.5 8.34MB 1 2.9.3 6.45MB 1 2.8.8 6.43MB 1 2.8.3 6.4 8MB 1 2.2.8.2 6.47MB 1 2.6.9 8.45MB 1 2.6.8 8.29MB 1 2.6.6 8.33MB Launcher iOS 13 sets a new standard Android mobile operating system. It makes your yours better than before. And now it
opens up amazing opportunities to run on your phone. With Launcher iOS 13, your phone is the most powerful, personal and intelligent device they've ever been. SUPPORTED FEATURES: - iOS Launcher support: Control center just like . - iOS Launcher is supported: Assistive Touch just like - iOS Launcher is supported: Changing
wallpapers just like real iOS devices. What's New: THIS UPDATE: - Implementation of 3D Touch to folder. - Long press-1s and before opening the label - Long click 2s to remove and move the app. - The user's report on the problem has been corrected. ★★★ MOD ★★★ Slightly corrected translation Optimized Analytics removed
Remover Ad Trash removed This app has no advertising Launcher iOS 13 v3.6.5 Mod APK / Mirror Old version launcher iOS 13 v3.6. 2 Mod APK / Mirror iOS Launcher 13 v3.6.0 (AdFree) APK / Mirror iOS Launcher 13 v3.6.0 How is the aesthetics of the iPhone mobile phone screen, but not the phone itself? Because we have good news
for you because luutinh developer studio offers you this customization tool to make the look of your Android screen look like an iPhone screen. Turn your Android into iPhone iOS 14 Launcher offers us the opportunity to turn our Android into an iPhone. Well, in fact we can only change the look of the screen. In this way, we can change the
internal design, but we can also add some additional utilities typical of Apple terminals. With Launcher iOS 14, your phone is the most powerful, personal and intelligent device that ever existed. First, with this launcher, we can change the background of our terminal screen to one that comes by default on iOS devices. We can also change
the icons of our terminal (and its size) and the taskbar, as well as customize gesture labels and choose between blur effects. If you want to disguise your Android as an iPhone, this launcher app offers you a unique, very interesting feature. Leave your terminal with an exquisite touch, without having to go into debt because of it. It.
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